The search for new superconducting materials approaching room temperature benefits from having a variety of testing methodologies to confirm and characterize the presence of superconductivity. Often the first signatures of new superconducting species occur incompletely and in very small volume fractions. These trace amounts may be too weak to produce an observable Meissner effect and the resistance may not go completely to zero if the percolation threshold is not met. Under these conditions, secondary behavior-such as transitions or cross overs in the temperature dependence of magnetoresistance, magnetic irreversibility, or thermopower-are often used as indications for the presence of superconductivity. Our group has developed a rather unique set of fast-timescale and dissipative transport measurements that can provide another tool set for confirming and characterizing suspected superconductivity. Here we provide some background for these methods and elucidate their collaborative value in the search for new superconducting materials.
INTRODUCTION
The recent observation of 203 K superconductivity in H 3 S [1] under pressure and possible hints of superconductivity above room temperature in graphite [2] have once again fired up interest and hope in the detection and synthesis of materials that superconduct at and above room temperatures. The potential technological impact and scientific importance of the realization of roomtemperature superconductivity needs no further explanation or emphasis. The initial detection of a new superconducting species often occurs in trace amounts in inhomogeneous samples. In such cases, the classic abrupt resistance drop to zero and the appearance of clear cut Meissner flux expulsion may be luxuries that cannot be had. Even in the case of homogeneous samples that do show the above signatures, there remains the further issue of characterizing the superconducting parameters. The mixed-state upper critical field B c2 , reflective of the coherence length ξ, and the penetration depth λ, reflective of the superfluid density ρ s =1/λ 2 , are two crucial measurements that are amongst the first to be performed. There are multiple techniques for determining such parameters, each of which has its own advantages and limitations. Our group has developed some uncommon-and in some cases unique-experimental techniques that investigate superconductors at ultra-short time scales, and under unprecedented and extreme conditions of current density j, electric fields E, and power density p = ρj 2 (where ρ is the resistivity). These techniques have led to the discovery or confirmation of several novel phenomena and regimes in superconductors, and in addition provide an alternative method to glean information on fundamental superconducting parameters, which in some cases may be hard to obtain by other methods. These techniques therefore bear a special relevance in collaborative work that involves the search for new superconducting materials.
BACKGROUND
In the discussion that follows, it will be assumed that the superconductor is of type II and enters the mixed state with quantized magnetic flux vortices above a lower critical magnetic field B c1 . As the transport current density j in a superconductor is steadily increased, the behavior of the superconductor goes through a progression of stages [3] as illustrated in Fig. 1 . If not in the Meissner state and if vortices are present, there is initially some finite resistance because of flux motion. In the limit of very low driving forces, this regime can be Ohmic (R=const) and can be described by process such as TAFF (thermally activated flux flow) or variations thereof. As j is increased, there is a non-linear response as vortices get depinned and commence to move more easily leading to increasing resistivity. At some point the vortices become completely depinned and flow freely. Under this condition, the resistivity stops increasing and there is a intermediate plateau of constant ρ=ρ f . The resistivity ρ f in this free-flux-flow (FFF) state bears a relatively simple relationship, often referred to as the Bardeen-Stephen equation, to the normal-state resistivity ρ n and the applied B:
This relationship at once ties the measurable quantity ρ f to ρ n and B c2 . An understanding of the normal statethe nature of the charge carriers, their concentration, and their scattering rates-is a important step in developing an understanding of the superconducting state. Therefore a knowledge of ρ over the entire temperature range, including well below T c , provides an important step in elucidating the normal state. If B c2 is known, Eq. 1 provides ρ n ; on the other hand if ρ n is known, Eq. 1 provides B c2 (which may be impossible to reach at T ≪ T c because of possibly prohibitively high values). Flux flow thus provides a window to the normal state and upper critical field well below T c without the need to suppress the superconducting state through very high magnetic fields B c2 (T ≪ T c ). The main obstacle to this approach is that unless one is in a free-flux-flow state, presence of pinning alters Eq. 1 in potentially complicated ways making it less reliable to relate the observed ρ to basic parameters. Overcoming pinning requires applying a Lorentz driving force 3 . This is of course a worst-case scenario, and the majority of superconducting systems will not have such a combination of simultaneously high ρ n and j c (ultra high pinning); however, it is common for the dissipation densities to get above 10 8 W/cm 3 , which can cause an objectionable temperature rise, if not sample destruction, if a continuous excitation is used for the transport IV curve. The experimental confirmation of the Bardeen-Stephen law of Eq. 1, was in fact one of the motivations for us to develop the pulsed-signal techniques (described in the Methods section below) which can achieve low duty cycles of < 1 ppm and low effective sample thermal resistances of < 1 nK-cm 3 /W, and permit measurements at p ∼ 10 10 W/cm 3 . When j is increased beyond the central free-flux-flow plateau of Fig. 1 , the response once again becomes nonlinear and R rises as the pair breaking action of the current suppresses the superconductivity until it is completely quenched and the system enters the normal state when j reaches its depairing (pair-breaking) value j d . Here, once again, R=const. (If B=0, the first three distinct stages will be absent and R will rise non-linearly from zero directly to ρ n .) This j d is a measure of the superfluid density ρ s ≡ 1/λ 2 through the relation [4] :
Eq. 2 provides a way to estimate λ and hence ρ s through purely transport measurements (as B c2 can also be measured through a transport measurement). This is especially useful when the quantity of the superconducting material is too small and/or the geometry is unsuitable for susceptibility and inductive type of measurements. Current induced pair breaking also provides another secondary detection of superconductivity. Just as a magnetic field shifts a superconducting transition downward in T , the transition shifts downward with increasing j. This current induced shift follows a ∆T c ∝ j 2/3 behavior. This two-third power law can be used as another confirmation/indication that a resistive drop is due to superconductivity and not some other effect. Like the Meissner effect, j d goes to the heart of the superconducting state through the distinctive way in which a current suppresses ρ s . As with the observation of FFF, observing current induced pair breaking requires current densities of the highest magnitude that the superconductor can support. Near the transition, j d has a smaller value (vanishing as T → T c ); however, the system is especially sensitive to small changes in T that might result from macroscopic Joule heating. Hence this investigation also needs very short low-duty-cycle signals. The next section describes the experimental set up for conducting experiments with high pulsed current densities, and the section that follows summarizes the novel results that have come out of such investigations and how they pertain to the detection and characterization of new near-room-temperature superconducting materials.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Electrical measurements
Our transport studies in superconductors include ac, continuous-dc, and pulsed signals. However the most distinguishing capability of our group is its expertise in developing techniques and specialized measurements using pulsed signals. Fast (>100 GHz sampling rate) digitalstorage oscilloscopes (DSO) in conjunction with in-house built pulsed sources and detection electronics are used for this purpose. The specific electronics is customized for every experiment.
There are two types of pulsed measurements. The first type is a quasi-dc measurement, shown in Fig. 2 , in which I(t) and V (t) are are measured on the flat top portions of the pulses corresponding to the zero-frequency limit. The sole purpose of this pulsing is to reduce the duty cycle (∼1 ppm) and consequent Joule heating, leading to effective thermal resistances R th = ∆T /dp in the 1 nK-1 µK.cm 3 /W range. Pulsing also makes heating at contacts irrelevant because the thermal diffusion distance, √ Dτ ∼ 9-84 µm, is shorter than the contacts-to-bridge distance (few mm). The other type of pulsed measurement explicitly probes the time dependence of I(t) and V (t) and cross correlates them with sub-nanosecond accuracy. These measurements required significant developments in the sensing circuits for simultaneously I(t) and V (t) measurements, and in the preamplifiers and pulsed sources. Also an "artificial ground" approach was developed to better isolate the small signals in the voltage leads from the huge fast varying signals in the current leads. Fig. 3 shows the performance of this system under resistive and inductive loads. An important distinction of this apparatus is that this is not simply an impulse measurement. In measurements employing laser pulses or ultrashort current pulses generated by Josephson electronics, the stimulus is not monitored at all during the measurement and only the response is monitored. In our setup, both I(t) and V (t) are simultaneously monitored with high accuracy and can be correlated instant for instant in the time domain. That makes this technique unique and opens the doors for correlated I(t)-V (t) investigations of other phenomena in condensed-matter systems. Further information regarding the instrumentation and other experimental details can be found in two review articles [4, 5] .
Cryogenics
The cryostats and magnetic field environments used in our work consist of liquid-helium based as well as closedcycle systems: (1) An Oxford Instruments 16-Tesla superconducting magnet with He 4 and He 3 cryostats (0.28 < T < 310 K). (2) A highly customized Cryomech pulsed-tube cryocooler (2.8 < T < 350 K) with a 1.2 T rotating water-cooled magnet (an advanced triggering method employing acoustic feedback provides extremely stable temperatures for long durations). (3) A singlestage (30 < T < 375 K) Cryomech pulsed-tube cryocooler that has a very large sample space (∼150 cm 3 ) and would be especially suitable for measurements on superconducting samples maintained in high-pressure cells. (4) And a Quantum Design PPMS with a custom insert developed for conducting short-timescale measurements (In order to greatly reduce noise, the sample environment and shields of wires within this apparatus are connected to a special highly effective ground consisting of a large loop of 3/4" diameter copper wire buried deep under-ground.
PHENOMENA AND REGIMES THAT CAN BE STUDIED
Our wide-spectrum pulsed-transport measurements enter uncharted space and push various parameters to unprecedented extremes (e.g., E > 1000 V/cm, p = jE > 10 10 W/cm 3 , and vortex velocity v φ > 10 km/s). Thus a rich variety of physics is uncovered and valuable new information is obtained about fundamental parameters. Below we give just a few examples of the types phenomena and regimes that we can study with our techniques.
Ballistic superfluid acceleration and superfluid density suppression
One of the most direct ways for measuring superfluid density is through its ballistic acceleration upon application of an electric field. From the London equations [6, 7] , the acceleration of the supercurrent I s and hence I in the external circuit can be written as [33] , [34] :
where l is the sample length, A is its cross-sectional area, and L k is the kinetic inductance. Kinetic inductive effects become prominent close to T c and in ultranarrow interconnects [9, 10] . In our work [11] , timescales were chosen to be short enough to have a sufficient magnitude of V while long enough (compared to characteristic timescales such the gap-relaxation and electron-phonon scattering times) to avoid certain non-equilibrium effects. Variations in fields occur at length scales that are long compared with both λ and the coherence length ξ, so as to avoid non-local effects. The supercurrent acceleration phase lasts for the duration ∆t ≈ j c µ 0 λ 2 l/V , where j c demarcates the onset of resistance. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show plots of V (t) and I(t) for a Nb sample. The I(t) function accelerate steadily during the plateau in V (t). The ratio
where L g is the geometrical inductance. Fig. 4(c) shows the time dependence of L(t) at various temperatures. Besides the increase in the plateau value of L(t) with T , the curves at highest temperatures show L(t) functions that rise with t and hence I (since I ∝ t in this interval as seen in Fig. 4(b) ). Since ρ s ∝ 1/L k , this is evidence for the suppression of superfluid density through the current's pair-breaking action-a regime not seen before in any other kind of measurement. The fast pulsed signal approach is perhaps unique in its ability to probe the current induced superfluid suppression regime, since continuous-ac probes do not allow high enough excitation levels and tunneling measurements reveal the spectral gap Ω g rather than ρ s . This regime is one of the subjects of future study. Interesting dependencies in dρ s /dj can arise is certain situations-for example in the underdoped region of cuprates, where j may destroy superfluid stiffness without quenching pairing, leaving a pseudogap like state of uncondensed pairs above j d [12] .
Current induced pair breaking
Current induced pair breaking provides another window to ρ s as well as the normal state at temperatures below T c . Unlike the ballistic-acceleration measurements which require much faster time resolutions but are conducted in the dissipationless Meissner regime, a j d measurement is difficult because it enters the dissipative regime and, as mentioned in the Background (section ), power densities can get into the GW/cm 3 range. Be- cause of these technical difficulties, j d has been measured in very few superconductors. Our group was the first to measure j d in any cuprate superconductor [13] and in MgB 2 [14] , and conducted the most comprehensive test of theories over the entire temperature range [4] . Fig. 5 shows an example of current induced pair breaking close to T c , which shows the classic j 2/3 ∝ [T c − T ] behavior in the resistive transition shifts. Fig. 6 shows an example of high pulsed IV curves, covering the entire temperature range, driving a system into the normal state even at T << T c (panel c).
As discussed in the Background (section ), a j d measurement provides, through Eq. 2, a way to obtain λ and ρ s through purely transport measurements that is not directly affect by the material's magnetism. We exploited this fact to obtain ρ s in Nd 2−x Ce x CuO 4 , where a large paramagnetic background due to Nd 3+ moments precludes an inductive measurement [15] . As soon as an applied magnetic field exceeds B c1 , flux vortices penetrate the sample. The Lorentz force of a transport current will then potentially induce flux motion and consequently resistance. Numerous regimes of flux dynamics exist ( [3] but the simplest is the regime of free flux flow when the pinning force is negligible compared to the Lorentz force. However, as explained in the Background (section ), the requirement of high driving forces and accompanying dissipation make this FFF regime also very illusive. FFF was quantitatively confirmed for the first time in any superconductor by our group in a Y 1 Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7 film [16] (this result is cited in Tinkham's textbook [7] ). As explained earlier, the vortex core provides another window to the normal state (which is more easily accessible than destroying the superconductivity with pair-breaking currents). As shown in Fig. 7 , this concept was fruitfully used [17] to elucidate ρ n (T ) over the entire range for Y 1 Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7 and to prove that it had a metallic normal state, i.e., ρ n → const as T → 0.
In other work, combining the extremely low pinning in MoGe alloy films with our high driving forces so that pinning was essentially absent, we were able to sensitively and quantitatively assess the nature of flux dynamics [18] beyond the Bardeen-Stephen approximation. In particular, we were able to differentiate between the TDGL (time dependent Ginzburg-Landau) theory [19, 20] and the microscopic LO (Larkin-Ovchinnikov) theory [21] . As shown in Fig. 8 , we found that the mean-field result arising out of TDGL provides a much better description of FFF than the theory of Larkin and Ovchinnikov; these results represent to most complete tests of the fundamental flux-flow theories [18] .
Flux-flow instability and the spectral function
At high levels of j and E, the quasiparticle distribution function departs sufficiently from equilibrium so as to alter the vortex dynamics. If ρ f rises with j sufficiently rapidly, j(E) turns over and exhibits a negative differential conductivity as shown in Fig. 9(a) . In a current biased measurement this leads to a flux-flow instability (E jumps above a critical value E * ). Two principal scenarios are possible. One occurs when the average energy increase is not significant but the distribution function acquires a non-thermal shape-the Larkin-Ovchinnikov (LO) instability [22] which occurs close to T c and when τ ee ≫τ ep . The other kind is the hot-electron instability, first established by our group [23, 24] , which results when the electron temperature rises while maintaining a thermal like distribution function shape; this instability is more likely at temperatures well below T c and when τ ee ≪τ ep . Flux-flow instabilities have been experimentally investigated for some time (e.g., Refs. [25] - [26] but before our group established the hot-electron instability, experimental results have been analyzed, sometimes incorrectly, almost entirely in terms of the LO effect. Recent works have now begun to interpret their findings using our hot-electron picture. In the course of investigating the hot-electron instability, we discovered new secondary effects (Fig. 9(b) ) related to the fragmentation of the moving flux into elastic domains, that lead to Gunn-effect like steps in the IV curve [27, 28] . Fig. 9 shows our various results related to the hot-electron instability. Ref. [29] gives a general overview on the subject of non-monotonic responses and instabilities. These flux-flow instabilities serve as tools that yield valuable information on the energy relaxation time τ ε between quasiparticles and lattice, which in turn sheds light on α 2 F the electron-phonon spectral function [35] . It can be shown [24] that jE ≃ (P e + P r ) in the steady state, where the powers P e and P r correspond to the two lowest order processes of phonon emission and quasiparticle recombination respectively. Each of P e and P r can be calculated in terms of α 2 F ; for example, P e has the form[36]
Thus the hot-electron instability gives a weighted average of α 2 F that involves purely the processes that transfer energy between quasiparticles and phonons. Hence this provides a different window to this important quantity compared to some of the traditional techniques such as tunneling, ARPES, optical conductivity, and neutron scattering. These other techniques also sense coupling between electrons and other types of excitations besides just phonons (e.g., optical conductivity also includes the contribution of spin fluctuations to the inelastic electronic scattering [30, 31] ).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The fast-timescale and high-dissipation techniques that our group has developed over the past twenty five years provide some unique windows to fundamental parameters and various physical phenomena and regimes in superconductors.
Besides the basic-science importance, these types of measurements also have implications for applications, since the experiments chart the detailed growth E(j) as the current density j is varied from the onset of dissipation at j c , to the complete destruction of superconductivity at the depairing value j d . Knowledge of this E(j) function is especially important for applications that operate dissipatively above j c for short durations (such as pulsed superconducting magnets that might be used for fusion-energy research) but also for applications that operate in the dissipationless mode (j<j c ) to optimize the normally conducting encapsulations of superconductive tapes and wires [32] . The fast time-scale studies related to kinetic inductance and superfluid suppression are relevant for devices such as superconducting photon detectors.
Thus we believe that our collaborations with groups developing the latest materials, in the quest for roomtemperature superconductor, will lead to fruitful results. 
, where M k=k ′ is the electron-phonon matrix element.
[36] Here fe(E, E ′ ) =
combines the coherence and occupation factors.
